
Compiling & Linking RaspiStill.c – 10/23/2017
(For Raspberry pi 3 Model B)

Introduction:

I'm working on an automation project that requires analyzing a process
image.  Experiments have been done using the Raspberry pi camera module V2
and its raspstill utility.  Although this has proven to be promising, it needs to be
made quicker.  To that end, I decided to explore the RaspiStill.c source to see
where I could make the utility work better for my application.  Presented here
are the steps I used to download the source, compile and link it.

Getting The C Source:

You can download the source using the following terminal command:

git clone https://github.com/raspberrypi/userland.git

Doing The Build:

The  download  will  create  a  userland subdirectory  with  everything
required to compile the source code and create the executable files.  It  uses
CMAKE and  is  a  rather  lengthy  process  given  the  number  of  source  files
involved.  You'll  need to run the following in a terminal window opened from
userland to get the build process started:

./buildme

or

./buildme > text.txt (Saves output to text.txt for examination.)

This  ran  fine  for  me  with  the  exception  of  a  #define  _GNU_SOURCE
redefinition warning issued from the compiler.  Doesn't interfere with the build.
The  raspistill executable  was  created  and  installed.   Run  the  following
command:

raspistill -v

This will display textual camera, progress and process information and a brief
camera output on your display device before it ends.  A printf statement can be
added within the main() body to display a message of your choosing to verify the
C source is indeed compiling and linking to raspistill as expected.
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You'll find the main() routine starts down around line 1772 in RaspiStill.c   The
RaspiStill.c and other C source files are in the directory below:  Lots to play
around with.

/home/pi/userland/host_applications/linux/apps/raspicam

I like to use the Geany editor when working with source code.  Pick what works
the best for your needs, however.

Repeated Builds:

If you like, you can modify any of the C source files and use ./buildme to
do the build through CMAKE.  For me this was a bit of a long winded process for
just the one C source (RaspiStill.c) that I am working with.  So I went ahead
and dissected the CMAKE process and created a few simple shell scripts I could
run from Geany.   This  allows compiling  and linking just  a  single  source  file.
Which completes in a few seconds.

Geany has a Build menu button which will execute commands like shell scripts
to compile and link source.  It's user defined and very convenient.  From the
Build menu, select Set Build Commands to define your specifics.  I set them as
belows for my project:

Compile: bash compile.sh %e
Build: bash buildexe.sh %e

The tricky part is writing the compile.sh and build.sh shell scripts which I have
included on the next page.  Note the  %e is  a symbolic  variable passed from
Geany that includes the current file name being edited.  It can be picked up in
the shell script as $1
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compile.sh Shell Script:

#
# Shell script to compile RaspiStill.c
#
gcc -DEGL_SERVER_DISPMANX \

-DHAVE_CMAKE_CONFIG \
-DHAVE_VMCS_CONFIG \
-DOMX_SKIP64BIT \
-DTV_SUPPORTED_MODE_NO_DEPRECATED \
-DUSE_VCHIQ_ARM -DVCHI_BULK_ALIGN=1 \
-DVCHI_BULK_GRANULARITY=1 \
-D_FILE_OFFSET_BITS=64 \
-D_GNU_SOURCE -D_HAVE_SBRK \
-D_LARGEFILE64_SOURCE \
-D_LARGEFILE_SOURCE \
-D_REENTRANT \
-D__VIDEOCORE4__ \
-I/home/pi/userland/build/inc \
-I/home/pi/userland/host_applications/framework \
-I/home/pi/userland \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/vcos/pthreads \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/vmcs_host/linux \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/vmcs_host \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/vmcs_host/khronos \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/khronos/include \
-I/home/pi/userland/build/raspberry/release \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/vchiq_arm \
-I/home/pi/userland/host_support/include \
-I/home/pi/userland/interface/mmal \
-I/home/pi/userland/host_applications/linux/libs/bcm_host/include \
-I/home/pi/userland/host_applications/linux/apps/raspicam \
-I/home/pi/userland/host_applications/linux/libs/sm \
-Wno-multichar -Wall -Wno-unused-but-set-variable -fPIC -O3 -DNDEBUG \
-o $1.o \
-c $1.c
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build.sh Shell Script:

#
# Shell script to create a raspistill executable.
#
gcc RaspiCamControl.o \

RaspiCLI.o \
RaspiPreview.o \
RaspiStill.o \
RaspiTex.o \
RaspiTexUtil.o \
tga.o \
gl_scenes/models.o \
gl_scenes/mirror.o \
gl_scenes/yuv.o \
gl_scenes/sobel.o \
gl_scenes/square.o \
gl_scenes/teapot.o \
gl_scenes/vcsm_square.o \
-o raspistill \
-L/opt/vc/lib -rdynamic -lpthread -lmmal_core -lmmal_util -lmmal_vc_client 

-lvcos -lbcm_host -lbrcmGLESv2 -lbrcmEGL -lvcsm -lm

Note: -L line has wrapped here.  Put it on one line when creating your shell 
script.

Object Files:

Linking RaspiStill.o requires 13 other object files to support the functions
it calls.  CMAKE handles this during its run.  These object files will be named
RaspiPreview.c.o for example.  I elected to compile the 13 files shown in the
shell script above which takes a few minutes leaving me with  .o named files.
Don't forget to compile RaspStill.c as the 14th object file.  You can use the find
command to locate specific files within userland if you choose.

find dir -name “your file”

This also leaves you with the option of modifying any of the source files and
compiling only single one.  The compile.sh script works fine for what's shown
above.
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Troubleshooting:

Luckily I had very little trouble with the general build.  Most don't go as
easy as this one did.  I did encounter a cmake not found command and an mmal
error afterward trying to run  raspistill from the build.  The commands below
will take care of these problems:

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade
sudo apt-get cmake
rpi-update

The first  two above make sure  all  is  up  to  date.   Then an install  of  cmake
followed by a firmware update.

Conclusion:

There are a host of approaches to getting a raspistill executable for which
the aforementioned is an approach.  You can use the included buildme utility or
perhaps  write  a  make file  of  your  choosing.   Also  CMAKE leaves  behind  a
wealth of files it uses during the build process.  If you know CMAKE or make, I
gather some of the work has already been done.  CMAKE also has a verbose
mode which requires the following command:

SET(CMAKE_VERBOSE_MAKEFILE on)

Place this in the top of  CMakeLists.txt in the  userland directory.   This will
show the commands that  CMAKE builds.  Perhaps helpful to some.  Good luck
with your project and happy computing.

Best – Scott
On the cutting edge of obsolete technology.
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